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ABSTRACT
Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc. (termed the “Chubu Electric Power” below) has previously voluntarily
introduced countermeasures for tsunami and severe accidents, but the new regulatory requirements have
stipulated essential requirements that demand the consideration of further countermeasures and concrete
responses. In light of these matters Chubu Electric Power implements measures in order to enhance
functions including the ability to inject water into the reactors and to guarantee a power supply as
measures to respond to earthquakes, tornados, fires, and severe accidents. Chubu Electric Power is
making efforts for enhancement of safety..
1. INTRODUCTION
The Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station has always embraced the most up-to-date knowledge in its effort to
enhance safety. Following the TEPCO’sFukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station accident, we have
been implementing voluntary countermeasures for tsunami and severe accidents and introducing
additional measures in light of the New Regulatory Requirements so as to build up our safety.
͆ No More Fukushima Daiichi Accidents” With this resolve, the Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station is
making all-out efforts for safety
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

2-1. Basic seismic design
Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station's reactor buildings have a highly stable pyramid structure, which is
earthquake-resistant and rigid with foundations built directly onbedrock.
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2-2. Establishing preparedness against the Nankai Trough Megaquake
In view of the location that falls within the hypocentral region of the possible Tokai Earthquake, the
Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station has been built with conservative seismic design since the very start of its
construction. In 2005, the Tokai, Tonankai and Nankai earthquakes resulting in a combined triple
megaquake, was considered for the design basis seismic motion of approx. 1,000 gals on bedrock. To
ensure resilience against a quake of this magnitude, the power station carried out reinforcement work by
2008,including the addition of reinforcing supports to pipes inside the buildings, and the construction of a
support tower surrounding the exhaust stacks.
Additional measures are implemented for Units 3 and 4 to establish preparedness against the Nankai
Trough Megaquake, which is expected to be even greater than the triple megaquake, for further
enhancement of quake resistance

(1) Setting seismic motion for earthquake countermeasures
We set the seismic motion for earthquake countermeasures based on the seismic motion calculated from
the source fault model generating strong ground motion formulated by the Cabinet Office's Committee for
Modeling a Nankai Trough Megaquake (termed the "Cabinet Office Model") announced in September
2013.
Seismic motion for earthquake countermeasures (1,200 gals)
ەSeismic motion for earthquake countermeasures (around up to 1,200 gals) is set, based on the
seismic ground motion determined under the Cabinet Office Model (around up to 1,000 gals)
Amplified seismic motion for earthquake countermeasures (2,000 gals)
ەAmplified seismic motion for earthquake countermeasures (2,000 gals) is set based on the
seismic ground motion hypothetically reflecting the amplification observed at Unit 5
in the earthquake at Suruga Bay to the Cabinet Office Model (around up to 1,900 gals)
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(2) Overview of construction about earthquake countermeasures for Units 3 and 4
Based on seismic observation results on the site, the need for earthquake countermeasures on key
facilities in seismic design was examined, using the seismic motion of 1,200 gals for facilities near
observation points that showed no significant amplification, and 2,000 gals for facilitie s near observation
points that reported notable amplification. The following measures are implemented accordingly.

We will ensure earthquake resistance up to 2,000 gals, which is the amplified seismic motion figure for earthquake
countermeasures, in the overflow prevention walls and underground water tank at Units 4 and 5.

Site evaluation has confirmed that there is no reinforcement required for main facilities such as the reactor buildings
and containment vessels. (We will continue to move on with examination of a concrete work plan for Unit 5.)
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3. Blocking a tsunami
(1) Prevention of flooding on the station site
A range of measures is implemented including the installation of the tsunami protection wall.
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(2) Prevention of flooding in buildings on the site
(Even for a tsunami higher than the tsunami protection wall)
Implementing a range of measures, such as strengthening water tightness and pressure-resistance of
reactor building external walls
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4. Ensuring the cooling function to prevent events from escalating into severe accidents
Adopting multiple alternative means of electric power supply,water injection and heat sink.
(Anticipating the unlikely scenario of the loss of the cooling function, like the accident at Fukushima
Daiichi)
The Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station already has multiple-level preparedness, including receiving power
from three different routes of transmission lines, and having flood-prevention measures in place to protect
emergency diesel generators in the reactor buildings. Yet, the power station is prepared against even the
loss of all of these power supplies.
(1) Newly installing gas turbine generators on the high ground of 40 m above sea level
The power generated with the gas turbine generators is used to:
ەactivate the pumps for injecting water into the reactors
ەactivate the pumps for emergency seawater cooling (emergency seawater intake systems)
to remove heat
(2) Even if the gas turbine generator becomes unavailable
ەPower is drawn from batteries to operate the pumps with pressure from residual heat and steam
after reactor shutdown to achieve water injection.
The following means are also prepared:
ەGenerators installed on the rooftop of all the reactor buildings (emergency generator)
ەPower trucks that can be transported to locations required
(3) Even if all the power supplies are exhausted
Mobile water injection pumps are used, drawing water from:
 ەUnderground water tank installed on the high ground 30 m above sea water level
 ەWater storage tank
 ەNiino River running on the west side of the station site
The power station is equipped with these multiple layers of alternative means to ensure the cooling
function and prevent events from escalating into severe accidents.
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5. Establishing preparedness in case of severe accidents
The power station is developing preparedness even in the unlikely event of a severe accident including the
melting of nuclear fuel.
(1) Preventing damage to the containment vessel
Measures include installing the facility for cooling the connection with the containment vessel at the top
lid, reinforcing the facility for cooling steam inside the containment vessel, and installing the facility for
cooling heated fuel that has melted and dropped to the bottom of the containment vessel.

(2) Controlling the dispersion of radioactive materials
The power station is installing filter vents. When releasing gas into the outside atmosphere to depressurize
the containment vessel, the exhaust is fed through a filter that absorbs radioactive materials. This cuts the
amount of released airborne radioactive materials including cesium to one-1000th, thereby preventing
large-scale s oil contamination.
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6. Amassing full strength for safety
While reinforcing facilities against earthquakes, tsunamis and a range of other situations including
emergencies beyond assumption, we also provide repeated trainings to maintain and improve personnel’s
response capacity, as it is plant personnel who operate those facilities.

7.Conclusion
In addition to steadily proceeding with measures to further increase the safety of Hamaoka Nuclear Power
Station, we will also make efforts to carefully explain the details of those measures to the local
community and the broader public, seeking to ensure understanding of our initiatives.
As for Unit 4, we have already submitted application documents to NRA, and we will continue to strive
to gain confirmation that Unit 4 is fit for new regulatory standards.
As for Unit 3, we will make an effort to submit application documents to NRA that comply with New
Regulations in FY2015.

